The automobile industry plays a leading role in a country ' 
Introduction
Automobile industries play a leading role in a country's industrialization. Countries such as Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines have adopted various strategies in attempting to identify a model of industrial development, establish their automobile industry, and promote industrialization.
After Southeast Asian countries had become independent, their automobile industries underwent establishment and development stages. In the twenty-first century, the domestic and overseas competitiveness of the automobile industries in Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) have received global attention. According to Table 1 , regarding the foreign trade of ASEAN countries between 2000 to 2010, vehicle exports and imports have increased by 47.4% and 12.4%, respectively. In addition, domestic trade in ASEAN countries has grown rapidly; from 2000 to 2010, the vehicle exports and imports increased by 77% and 94%, respectively.
Trade growth has stimulated the development of various industries in these countries. In particular, in the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), tariff reduction has driven the prospective development of automobile industries in this region. The question is which of these ASEAN countries has achieved the strongest automobile industry performance. Tables 2 and 3 show the performance of automobile businesses in four ASEAN countries for the 1990 to 2010 period. The tables show that Thailand, with Japan as a foreign investor, has demonstrated the strongest performance in trade and production among these four ASEAN countries. Although Malaysia's trade transactions have been less than Thailand's and Indonesia's, Malaysia is the only country among these four countries to own a local automobile brand. Indonesia intends to follow Thailand's model of liberalizing automobile businesses; in addition, Indonesia has attempted to establish its national brand. Regardless of production or trade imports and exports, Indonesia's automobile industry is weaker than that of Thailand and Malaysia. The Philippines does not have a clear goal for industrial development, and its production and trade volumes are less than those of the other three countries are. Asia, Vol. 44, No. 4(2014) , p. 668.
Because of the automobile industry in guiding economic development and industrialization, these four ASEAN countries hope that developing their automobile industries can facilitate industrial development; however, differences in the political and economic history, as well as the development of industry in these four countries, have led to varying results. How can the development of the automobile industries in these four ASEAN countries be understood? Do such developments have political and economic implications?
Previous studies have considered the industrial development of ASEAN countries as a whole. Researchers who advocate neoclassical economics consider that national industry typically develop according to their comparative advantage; also, market competition should be encouraged, and economic rationality should be adopted to optimize resources allocation (Balassa 1982; Bhagwati 1988, pp. 25-27) . Scholar has even proposed a slogan‛ The End of History‛ (Fukuyama 1992).
However, neoclassical economics has fueled much discussion (Chu 2001, 67) . Some researchers have indicated that slow economic development is related to market and international factors; economic development in developing countries has not been based on the principles of a free market (Zysman 1995, pp. 1-3; Doherty 1995, pp. 1-3; Jomo 2007, pp. 461-508) . For example, regarding the concept of developmental state proposed by Japan, Johnson considered that the rapid development of East Asian countries after World War II was related to these countries' strenuous efforts to improve their economy (Johnson 1982; Kumon 1972, pp. 109-141; Rosovsky 1972, pp. 109-141) . In addition to the theory of developmental state, dependency theory and dependency development theory (Doner 1991; Jenkins 1991, pp. 625-645) , structure theory (Crouch 1986; Robison 1992; Robison 1986 ), institutional theory (Chang 1994) , and government-business relations (Laothamatas 1992; Maclntyre 1991; Haggared 1998, pp. 78-104) differ substantially from neoclassical economics (these are referred to as the development school of economics hereafter).
Since the 2000s, international systems have developed a division of labor system in global production and manufacturing;
consequently, developing countries have faced problems with industrial liberalization and protection removal (Wade 2003, pp. 621-644) . These theoretical debates have overlooked the specific historical conditions and issues about global industrial innovation (Hill 2004, pp. 354-394) . In addition, the development model for East Asian countries does not necessarily suit Southeast Asian countries (Jomo 2007A; Jomo 2000B; Stiglitz and Yusof 2001) . In reality, since the 1997 Asian financial crisis, the political and economic environments of Southeast Asian countries have changed substantially.
The aforementioned theoretical debates are mostly focused on the pre-financial crisis period and do not provide a comprehensive comparison.
These theoretical limitations should be viewed from a different research perspective.
In the present paper, the long-term strategies of Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines in developing their automobile industries are analyzed and summarized. First, the political and economic characteristics of each country are analyzed from the perspective of the development of each country's automobile industry specifically between 1960 and 1997 (when the Asian financial crisis occurred). This period is referred to as the period of globalization (Doner and Wad 2014, pp. 664-687 characteristic of Malaysia's industrial development. The new economic policy not only changed the political and economic structure of Malaysia during its early independence period but also depoliticized the economic structure through legalized economic development (Tan 1992,pp. 208-305) . The government implemented an economic policy to enable national power to influence various social classes; the Malay government regulated economic development to maintain its ruling power ( Ho 1988 
B. Indonesia
Among the four ASEAN countries discussed in this paper, Indonesia was the first to develop its automobile industry. In 1929, General Motors founded the first assembly factory in Java. Indonesia had a large domestic market and excellent advantages over industrial development.
When
Indonesia achieved independence, the country's first president, Sukarno, implemented nationalization and localization (Pribumi) policies on the basis of economic nationalism and confiscated enterprises originally owned by former colonists (Soong 1996, pp. 279-282 
Regarding
Malaysia's government-led industrial development, some researchers have analyzed the government's determination to develop an industry on the basis of the will to develop, and Malaysia and Indonesia plans to promote their domestic vehicle markets have been compared from this perspective. The goal of Malaysia's automobile industry was clear: to develop a national brand through national protection in order to establish national confidence, which served as a basis for formulating industrial and trade policies. For example, import permits, tariff protections, and national investment were promoted to encourage industrial development (Tai 2008,53-76) . Enterprises were supported with national resources, thereby facilitating developing international brands (Chu 2011, p. 248) .
Malaysia endeavored to develop its national brand; however, Suharto's slogan ‚developing a national economy‛ was aimed at benefiting Suharto's personal interests. During the New Order period, automobile policies in Indonesia alternated between open a market economy and nationalism. This is why the foundation of the automobile industry in Indonesia was not as solid as that in Malaysia.
D. The Philippines
In the 1950s, the Philippines were an economic power in Asia and had a large domestic market, which served as an excellent foundation for industrial development. On July 4, 1946, the Philippines achieved independence from the United States. The Roxas, Quirino, Magasaysay, Garcia, Macapagal, and Marcos (who became the president in 1965) administrations had adopted an import substitution strategy to protect national industries, enhance the industrialization level, and reduce import dependency. Because of this strategy, the Philippines' economy was the fastest growing in Southeast Asia, and its industries developed successfully in the early period of independence. 4 The Philippines began to develop its automobile industry in 1960; subsequently, the country continued to implement new policies. In the 1980s, local automobile businesses closed down because of foreign exchange crisis when happening in 1983. At the end of the Marcos era, the government could not control the used vehicle imports, which had a negative influence on local automobile businesses. In brief, the Philippines did not take issues related to the automobile industry seriously, and local automobile businesses became uncompetitive because of the import substitution strategy. Although local automobile businesses strived for success, the industry exhibited slow growth because of the limited size of the domestic automobile market and overproduction. The sales volume of used vehicles was more than twice that of new vehicles. Accordingly, multinational companies were discouraged from investing in establishing factories in the Philippines (Xu 2012 Because of the limitations of a local capitalistic structure, the Philippines were unsuccessful in implementing its proposed industrial policies.
D. Thailand
Similar to the Philippines, Thailand was a weak country with a strong sense of community (Doner 1988 (Doner , p. 1561 . Although the Thai government was a military-led government, the government did not have strong control in leading its industries because of frequent coups.
In 1980, Prem Tinsulanonda gained support from the military and civilians and became the country's prime minister, and Thailand's political situation was relatively stable for the next eight years. In 1988, Chatichai Choonhave, a scholar, became the prime minister and led Thailand in transforming a war-torn region into a commercial market (Bunbongkarn 1996, p. 27) . At the end of the Cold War, like other countries, Thailand considered economic development crucial and formulated economic development strategies. After the country had democratized, businesses began sending representatives to political parties, the parliament, and the cabinet, and these lobbyists became involved in political decision making. In contrast to Suharto in Indonesia, Mohamad in Malaysia, and Marcos in the Philippines, Thailand's political leaders did not have highly centralized leadership structure (Doner 1988 (Doner ,p. 1561 . Because of this special structure, Thailand's industrial policies were oriented toward liberal corporatism (Laothamatas 1992 ).
The government of Thailand continued to influence the country's domestic automobile industry. Latin American countries relied on foreign investment to develop their economy; accordingly, many businesses were forced to merge with or were acquired by multinational companies (Amsden 2003) . In Thailand, local capitalists were responsible for production and learning; consequently, were counter to the prediction of dependency theory. As indicated by Doner, although Thailand's industrial policies were effective in attracting foreign investment and supported the connection between multinational companies and local capitalists in the 1980s, the government maintained its independence and assisted with the communication between local capitalists and multinational companies to expand the market and improve technology (Doner 1988 (Doner , p. 1561 . The private sector played a crucial role in Thailand's industrialization, with the government acting as a facilitator (Ikemto 1992, p. 172).
Government-Business Relations

A. Malaysia
Government-business relations in Malaysia and Indonesia influenced the development of their automobile industries.
In Malaysia, such relationships mainly benefited specific ethnic and racial groups. According to the new economic policies implemented by the Mohammad administration, protecting the automobile industry was imperative to protect the interests of various ethnic groups. 6 Regarding the ownership structure of Proton, most shareholders were Malay business groups. 7 To protect their interests, the social benefits of the domestic car plan were considered more crucial than the profits gained by businesses. Therefore, although the management of domestic car businesses was unsatisfactory, the government continued to assist domestic car manufacturers.
Automobile businesses in Malaysia were notorious for the approved-permit system. In Malaysia, all vehicle imports required an approved permit. This system was implemented to protect assembly factories in Malaysia and to enable Malay enterprises to import and sell vehicles. Holding an approved permit was equivalent to having a quota of vehicle imports; accordingly, an approved permit meant a profitable privilege. Malaysia Sin Chew Daily reported on enterprises that had obtained an approved permit through their favorable relations with the government. 8 The protective industrial cars only for downstream businesses. However, after the domestic car plan was developed, the structure of share ownership changed. Regardless of the new economic policy or national heavy industrial plan, automobile businesses and related automobile parts businesses were required to meet national requirements and to encourage Malays to invest. policy became one of political favoritism related to the allocation of profits.
B. Indonesia
The relationship between each former president in Indonesia and businesses influenced the development of its automobile industry. Since the 1950s, the national automobile assembly factory led by the government was highly powerful; the person in charge was called the king of cars and maintained a close relationship with Sukarno. The main job of all automobile manufacturers was to obtain distribution rights for import vehicle licenses (Chalmerd 1994, 17) ; capitalists were relatively unconcerned about production technology (Hansen 1971, 57-58) . To protect corporate interests, most companies established favorable relations with Suharto. Many companies with excellent governmentbusiness relations cooperated with Japan and had their products included in the government's protection list (Chalmer 1994, pp. 25) . In brief, the industrial policy related to the reduction plan appeared to facilitate the development of local automobile businesses; however, this policy was the ruler's excuse to develop governmentbusiness relations (Chalmer 1994, 25) .
Another example was that Suharto proposed the pioneer program in 1996. According to this program, the government could grant the status of ‚pioneer‛ to local companies whose capital, equipment, and technology achieved a certain standard; in addition, http://www.sinchew-i.com/special/aplist/ind ex.phtml?sec=723&artid=200507190274 (2007 /3/31) these companies were exempted from consumption taxes and import tariffs. However, this program was revealed to be protecting a company owned by Tommy Suharto, the son of President Suharto. The industrial structure was determined by government-business relations and thus could not be improved. Researchers have considered Indonesia's automobile industry an unindustrialized industry (Aswicahyono 2000, pp. 209-241) .
C. Thailand
In Thailand, government-business relations were crucial (Chen 2008 ). However, government-business relations had no influence on the automobile industry. The reason is that Chinese businesspersons in Thailand did not pay much attention to industries related to automobile manufacturing. 9
D. The Philippines
Former leaders of the Philippines announced plans to develop the country's automobile industry; however, their attempts were unsuccessful. Other East Asian countries had adopted an import substitution strategy to protect their manufacturing industries, as well as export discipline to force the manufacturing industry to sell domestic products and increase its international competitiveness (Studwell 2014 (Rosli and Kari 2008,103-118) .
B. Indonesia
During the New Order period, Japanese automotive MNCs(Multinational Enterprises) injected capital into local businesses (i.e., Chinese businesses) to evade policy controls and operate in Indonesia. The Astra Group leveraged its relations with Suharto to obtain a license under the guise of promoting local business. However, the assembly factory was a joint venture of Astra Group and Toyota (Chalmers 1996, 31; Audet and VanGrasstek 1997,pp. 220-221) . Japanese automobile manufacturers cooperated with local automobile manufacturers to expand the overseas market, which is why Japanese MNCs continued to monopolize Indonesia's automobile industry. 10
C. Thailand
Thailand is willing to cooperate with MNCs and is an example of development-by-invitation. Thailand's automobile industry began developing at the later stage of the development of the ASEAN automobile industry. However, Thailand was not under pressure to remove a colonial economy. When the Plaza Accord in 1985 forced the Japanese yen to appreciate against the US dollar, Japanese automakers were forced to move overseas to minimize production costs; Thailand became the first investment choice for Japanese MNCs (Rasiah 1999; Lim 2006,p. 8) . Through cooperation with foreign investment, a specialized supply chain system formed in Thailand's domestic automobile manufacturing industry. Researchers have argued that this be why Thailand became the hub of Southeast Asia's automobile manufacturing industry (Kohpaiboon 2007,p. 8) . Because of large investment 10 For information on how local funds and foreign capital were jointly used to acquire the government's protection during this period, please refer to Chalmers (1996). projects, the manufacturing growth rate in Thailand between 1990 and 1994 was ranked highest in the world (Fujita 1998, p. 154) .
Despite the 1997 Asian financial crisis, Thailand did not limit the level of foreign investment. Conversely, the 1999 Foreign Business Act promoted foreign investment and allowed foreign investors to hold 100% of shares in subsidiary companies in Thailand. In addition, foreign investors were encouraged to purchase factories on the verge of bankruptcy. This approach solved the overcapacity problem caused by the shrinking domestic market through increasing exports. In addition, liberalization measures allowed foreign investors to gain profits rapidly; accordingly, foreign investors were very willing to enter Thailand's market.
D. The Philippines
Among the four ASEAN countries, the Philippines were the least active in utilizing foreign investment. During the Marcos era, the Philippines attempted to use foreign resources to develop its national economy and borrow funds from the World Bank and Asian Development Bank. In the 1980s, the Philippines founded the Board of Investment to attract foreign investment. However, the purpose of foreign investors was mainly to finance domestic capitalists rather than facilitate industrialization through what dependency theory refers to as a triple alliance. Marcos often purchased and nationalized large enterprises in the name of national development, which was a deterrent to foreign investment.
At the end of Marcos' presidency, the import substitution policy remained in effect; in addition, the United States dominated the market; accordingly, because of a lack of funds, the Philippines had to loan funds from other countries (Bello, Guzman and Malig 2004) . The Philippines was under considerable pressure because the country accumulated a large amount of foreign debt and was, therefore, unable to invest in basic industries. When the Philippines' foreign debt became high, Japan relocated its automobile industry to Thailand. Compared with Thailand, the political situation in the Philippines was more unstable, and the economic market exhibited slower growth.
Adjustment and Transformation of ASEAN Automobile Industry under the Global Framework
In 1990, ASEAN countries were confronted with globalization and regional integration. Because MNCs encouraged cross-border investment and world trade had grown substantially, the industrial structure in various countries changed considerably. Cooperation among automobile businesses was an essential item in the ASEAN Industrial Cooperation Scheme. When the AEC was formed in 2015, international automobile manufacturers restructured their businesses globally. Determining how to develop industries in various countries has been a considerable challenge. The question is how did these four ASEAN countries systematically adjust their markets worldwide?
(1) Malaysia Among the four ASEAN countries, Malaysia's automobile industry was the most protected (Wad and Govindaraju 2011,pp 152-171 Table 6 , between 2010 and 2014, investment events in the region mainly occurred in Thailand and Indonesia. Indonesia accepted both factory investment and technology investment, and hence its domestic market attracted Japanese MNCs. Comparatively, the Philippines were disadvantaged.
Table 6 Major investments by Japanese MNCs in ASEAN countries (2010-2014)
Unit: the number of cases Thailand Malaysia Indonesia The Philippines Factory investment 4 3 5 * Technology investment * * 2 * Source: ASEAN Brochures published by the JAMA, refer to http://www.jama-english.jp/asia/publications/index.html (2015/9/10) According to Table 7 , Japan invested mostly in Thailand and Indonesia than others. In addition, most of Japan's new investments were in Indonesia. However, Thailand had a larger workforce compared with Indonesia. Japan invested more in automotive parts factories in Thailand than in Indonesia. Furthermore, Thailand did not have strict rules for setting up franchises, which is why Japanese MNCs were willing to establish R&D centers in Thailand. Malaysia followed protectionism and restricted franchises operated by foreign investors. The Philippines attracted only a small amount of foreign investment, and its industry was small; after 1997, the Philippines had almost stopped developing the automotive industry. Therefore, Thailand attracted most Japanese investors, and Indonesia displayed potential for developing its automobile industry. During the Sukarno period, the assets of foreign investors were confiscated, and industrial policies were frequently changed; accordingly, foreign investors were indecisive in investment injection. Although Indonesia's automobile industry appears promising and may even be superior to that in Thailand, the level of technology in Indonesia lags that in Thailand and Malaysia (Soejachmoen 2011, p. 19) .
Rethink Industry Development Theory
DiMaggio and Walter indicated that because of the uncertainty in global competition, convergence among organizations increases spontaneously (DiMaggio and Walter 1983, 147-160) . The question is whether this view can be applied to the automobile industry in the four ASEAN countries examined in this paper.
Theoretically, the motivation of East Asian countries to industrialize came from their industrial development under their national crises following World War II. The East Asian countries formed an alliance with foreign investors and entered international markets; in addition, East Asian countries promoted their industrial policies and upgraded their industries (Chu 2000 Malaysia, and the Philippines were in a challenging situation, both politically and economically. The question is whether a new development theory for emerging countries can be constructed under the framework of globalization and on the basis of the experiences of these four ASEAN countries in developing their automobile industries according to the neoclassical economics and development school.
First, according to neoclassical economics, developing countries identify their suitable products under the market mechanism of international specialization; the role of a country has become insignificant. Neither developed nor developing countries have been withdrawn from intense global competition. Under the framework of globalization, industrial development can be categorized as a liberal market economy or coordinated market economy orientation. For liberal market economies, market mechanisms are crucial, and the government does not intervene to solve market problems; for a coordinated market economy, government offices utilize various relations and networks to solve market problems (Soskice 1999, 101-134) .
Theoretically, coordinated market economies satisfy the requirements of industrial development in emerging countries because developed countries rely on MNCs to participate in global industrial specialization; in developing countries, the government plays a crucial role in industrial development. (Chu 2000) Researchers have referred to government-led economic development in developing countries and the reform of technological capabilities as national systems of innovation (Chang and Kozul 1994, 859-91; Nelson 1993) . The reason for the success of Thailand's automobile industry is the government's role as a coordinator and system innovator. Relative to Thailand, Malaysia, which adopted the protectionist approach, must develop a coordinated market economy between liberalization and coordination.
Second, in the era of globalization, social systems of production are crucial. Industrial development is more than simply an economic activity-it also requires certain social conditions; in other words, social specialization is crucial for industrial development (Hollingsworth and Boyer 1997). Ruggie proposed ‚Embedded Liberalism‛ and indicated that in the era of globalization, governments must be connected with society and markets to become an industry facilitator (Ruggie 1982, pp. 379-415) . Dorner also indicated that in developing countries, stagnation of industrial innovation has been due to the influence of power and interests (Doner, Hicken and Ritchie 2009, pp. 152 Fourth, Doner recently indicated that in the era of industrial revolution, the industrial transformation in developing countries depended on the desire of political leaders to promote innovation and related institutions and the structure of political arrangements (Doner, Hicken and Ritchie 2009, pp. 151-171) . In discussing ASEAN, Doner indicated that domestic political economy (particularly the political 20 Regarding ASEAN automotive parts trade, the Philippines was the only country that had a trade surplus. account of variation and domestic political pressures) determine the system and influence long-term strategies for developing automobile industries (Doner and Wad 2014, pp. 664-687) .
According to the present study, ‚the role of the state‛, ‚government-business relations‛, and ‚foreign investment‛ influenced the transformation of the automobile industry in these four ASEAN countries during the era of before globalization. Malaysia was limited by national protectionism, industrial specialization in Indonesia was influenced by the political and business structure, and the Philippines had to face the transfer of foreign investment; these limitations involved the political and economic interests of domestic initiators.
This view accords with embedded liberalism proposed by Ruggie. Under the context of globalization, liberalized market economies are a common feature.
However, economic development is typically embedded in the historical context of various countries, and the responses of a country promote industrial activity suitable for the political and economic system of the country (Streeck and Thelen 2005) . In other words, various industrial systems have been constructed according to different political and economic systems; some industrial systems have succeeded whereas others have failed.
Finally, we discussed the ideal: the influence of the political economy on industrial intuition, as well as the influence of industrial institution on industrial activity. Although Thailand's automobile industry is a successful case, it has only comparative advantages but cannot become a natural path or transformation paradigm for other developing countries to imitate. In the international environment, different countries have their adjustment methods; thus, economic systems vary among countries. Thailand's automobile industry has not achieved the Washington Consensus and has not been liberalized completely. Malaysia has adopted a state intervention strategy according to the development school of economics; however, this strategy was not a panacea for policy development. Developing countries have difficulties in identifying best practices regarding policy.
Conclusion
In the late 1990s, the financial crisis and globalization had a substantial influenced on Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines. In this study, we compared the automobile industries of these four ASEAN countries and found that their automobile industries feature the following characteristics.
(1) Thailand was the most willing to cooperate with foreign investors for industrial specialization, and its industrial goal was clearest; political and business factors had no influence on its industrial development; its export demand was greater than domestic; in addition, Thailand gained most benefits under globalization in the AEC.
( (Hall and Soskice 2001, 36-44) As indicated by the renowned economist János Kornai, ‚transformation‛ does not mean that the economic system changes from a controlled economy to a market economy; various economic systems can be explained by comparing these economic systems.
In other words, the characteristics of economic systems can be understood through comparing the attributes of different systems (Kornai 1998 
